Ss were allowed to use zero, one, two, four, or eight markers to signify the category (positive or negative) of previously selected stimuli in an attribute identification problem. The more markers available and used, the fewer trials were required for problem solution. Ss were indifferent to marker valence (positive or negative) in disjunctive problems but showed a definite preference for (the more informative) negative markers in conditionals. Performance of Ss was correlated with their tendency to move markers from lesser to more informative instances. An interpretation of results based on individual differences in information processing activities is suggested.
Providing S with a running record of category assignments far some nurnber of recently presented stimulus instance has a massive facilitative effect on overall performance in conjunctive attribute identification tasks (e.g., Bourne, Goldstein, & Link, 1964; Pishkin & Wolfgang, 1965) . Facilitation increases with the provision of up to 10 stimulus-category pairings from previous trials, although there is relatively little savings in performance beyond four.
Instead of providing S with arecord of recently selected instances, suppose we make it optional. We give S a certain number of category markers (positive and/or negative) to be applied to, if and as he wishes, selected instances on a display board. If S uses the available markers, then we would certainly expect hirn to achieve problem solution in fewer trials. Moreover, the degree of facilitation should depend on the number of markers he uses. More importantly, however, this procedure permits an examination of S's strategy for recording information. Does S mark the first few stimuli selected, using them as a fixed focus for a later stimulus selection and hypothesis tests, or does he tend to move his markers from stimulus to stimulus, perhaps on the basis of judgments ab out the informational content of these stimuli? The elassical conservative focusing strategy (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Levine, 1966) leads to the expectation that Ss who make fewer moves, focusing on an initial (few) instance(s), will reach solution in fewer trials. Instances encountered early in a sequence, however, are not necessarily the most informative. The S who properly evaluates the informational content of successive instances and moves his markers consistently from stimuli with lesser to those with greater content, thus giving the appearance of a shifting focus, is likely to achieve solution more rapidly.
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In view of these rule and stimulus type within rule differences, it seemed prudent to compare types of memory markers (for positive or for negative instances) within at least two different rules. In this study, we elected to inelude both disjunctive and conditional attribute identification problems. Furthermore, under different conditions, we make available to S markers for positive instances only, negative instances only, or markers for both positive and negative instances. The expectation is that in disjunctive problems, where positives and negatives are about equally informative, no difference will obtain between types of markers available. When given access to both types, S will choose equally between them. In the case of conditionals, where negatives are more informative than positives, however, we expect that the availability of negative markers will be more facilitative than markers for positive instances and that, given the option, S will elect to use a higher proportion of negative than positive markers. We expect individual differences among Ss and, in this regard, Ss who elect to mark rnore negative instances in a conditional attribute identification problem should predictably do better than those who elect a relatively higher proportion of positive instances. Ss who exhibit a systematic shifting focus strategy should mark instances predominantly of the negative category in conditional problems. The eloser S approximates this ideal, the fewer instances he will require for solution.
The purpose of the present study, then, is to examine S's use of memory markers for the category of previously selected instances in attribute identification problems. We expect S's strategy to relate to his overall performance in ways that are at least partly predictable. For example, we expect S to make more use of negative markers in conditional problems and we expect his performance to improve with the number of markers available to him. It is not clear, however, whether 270 marking the earliest or the more recently selected stimuli will be of greater advantage. We plan to explore the effects of the rule governing problem solution and the number and the type of markers available on S's strategy. We are searching for relationships between S's strategy for using memory markers, his strategy in selecting stimuli to test, his periodic hypotheses about the solution, and his overall performance on the task.
METHOD

Subjects and Experimental Design
The Ss were 120 volunteer college students from undergraduate courses. They were assigned in a predetermined random order to the 10 major groupings of the experiment, 12 to each group.
The design was a 5 by 2 factorial, with two 3 by 3 Greco-Latin squares embedded within each of the 10 cells. The factorial design was produced by combining number of memory markers available for S's use (zero, one, two, four, or eight) and coneeptual rule defining problem solution (disjunetive or eonditional). Eaeh S solved three suecessive conceptual problems. These three problems correspond to the columns of the Greco-Latin squares. Latin letters were assigned to three conditions of marker valence; when available S's markers were positive only (plus), negative only (minus), or either positive or negative (plus-minus). Greek letters were assigned to the solutions of the three problems. Thus, rows of the Greco-Latin squares correspond to three successive problems, each characterized by a particular solution and a particular set of markers. There were six different rows (two 3 by 3 Greco-Latin squares) and 2 of 12 Ss within each faetorial cell were assigned to a row.
Stimulus Materials
Stimuli used in these problems were geometrical designs drawn on S-em-square white eards. The designs varied on four three-valued dimensions: color (red, yellow, and blue); size (small, medium, and large); shape (triangle, square, and eircle); and number of identical figures per eard (one, two, and three). The 81 possible patterns were arranged in a perceptually unsystematic (Latin square) layout on a 125-em-square blaekboard. Cardboard squares (2-ern square) with a plus sign on one side and a minus sign on the other were used as markers. The S could use either side of a marker only in a plus-minus condition. A pictorial and verbal description of the stimulus population and the general form of solution, disjunctive or conditional, was available to S throughout the experiment.
Task and Procedure
Instructions included a description of concepts in general, the four dimensions and their values, the rule for solution, the markers (if there were any), and the general procedural requirements of the experirnent. A sufficient number of examples of how the ruIe could be used to combine a pair of attributes to form a concept were given to assure S's understanding of the general form of solution he was to seek. The S was told that his task was to find two unknown relevant attributes which, when combined by the given rule, would provide a way of assigning all stimuli on the board to the positive and negative categories of the unknown concept correctly, These were, therefore, attribute identifieation problems. When markers were available, S was told to use them in any way that he wished to help out in finding the pair of relevant attributes and their use was demonstrated. The S was not required to use markers, however.
At the beginning of each experimental problem, E pointed to the first eard, told S that it was a positive instance and that it contained both unknown relevant attributes. Thereafter, S picked successive instances. After each card was picked, E told S whether it was a positive or a negative instance and asked S for a hypothesis about the solution (the two relevant attributes). Problem solution was operationally defined as three conseeutive correct statements of the solution. Any S who had not attained this criterion after 50 card selections in the first problem was eliminated as a nonsolver. Eight Ss, five on conditionals and three on disjunctives, were eliminated on this basis.
RESULTS
Number of Stimulus Selections to Solution
Mean numbers of stimulus selections, a measure of overall performance, are presented in Table 1 for the various major conditions of the experiment. An analysis of variance performed on these data revealed the following reliable effects. First, the conditional rule was significantly more difficult than the disjunctive [F(1,llO) == 10.38, p< .01], despite the fact that Ss were pretrained on the rule to be used. Rule differences decreased after the first problem, however, resulting in a marginal Rule by Ordinal Position of Problems interaction [F(2,180) Moreover, in disjunctions a mixt ure of plus and minus markers is better than minus only, while in conditionals minus only are better than a mixture. This is true in general, regardless of the number of markers available or the ordinal position of the problem.
The Use of Memory Markers
A variety of analyses were performed on measures indexing S's use of memory markers. Groups with no markers were eliminated in these analyses. The measures used were primarily ratios that take account of the differing number of markers available in the various conditions of the experiment. The ratio of number of marker moves to number of possible moves and the ratio of number of markers used to number of markers available are the measures of primary interest. The marker-use measure is the ratio of the maximal number of markers S has on the display board during any problem to the number of markers available to him. For the marker-move ratio, we count the number of times any of the markers was placed on a new stimulus, including its first use on the board.
These measures reveal essentially identical results. With the exception of conditions in which minus markers only were available, none of the major variables of this experiment had any effect on either ratio. In the minus-only conditions, Ss solving conditional problems had a tendency to use more markers and to make more moves than Ss solving disjunctive problems little difference between the number of plus and minus markers used on the disjunctive problems (48% and 52%, respectively), minus markers were significantly more frequent on conditional problems (27% plus and 73% minus). When Ss are divided at the median of overall performance within each rule condition, Ss above the median used 25% positives, while Ss below the median used 19% positives in conditional problems. Corresponding percentages in disjunctive problems were 51% and 45%. Mean numbers of card selections to solution for Ss above and below the median in using the plus side in the plus-minus conditions are 4.1 and 3.7, respectively, for disjunctives and 11.7 and 6.1, respectively, for conditionals. Several trends were observed in an examination of types of marker moves. When both plus and minus markers were available, Ss tended to shift more frequently from positives to negatives, but the difference was reliable only for conditionals (plus to minus, 32%; minus to plus, 15% of total moves) [F(1 ,335) == 7.81, p < .01]. This analysis was limited to the first eight stimulus selections, after which the predominant use of minus markers tended to obscure any effects. Ss who scored below the median number of card se1ections to solution not only made relatively more shifts in markers but also made more shifts to negative instances (plus to minus and minus to minus shifts) than Ss above the median (77% and 47%, respectively) [F(1,30) == 10.91, p< .01]. No reliable difference was observed for disjunctive problems.
Selection Strategies
Another way to study individual differences among Ss is an analysis of selection strategies (Laughlin, 1968) . The expectation is that, for these problems, a more systematic pattern of selection should characterize the better S. In this task a conservative focusing strategy amounts to using the first instance (positive) as a basis for subsequent stimulus selections, which are chosen to differ only in a single attribute. This is a simple and efficient strategy for solving conjunctive attribute identification problems. In fact, given the limits on human memory and inference, a sequence of instances that minimizes the amount of stimulus change would seem intuitively and in a psychological sense to optimize information utilization, regardless of the conceptual rule. Thus, the analysis adopted here was basically an assessment of interstimulus variability in S's selection pattern. It entailed simply counting the number of dimensions that changed values between one selection and another and averaging overall selections. While there is a variety of options available (Bourne, in press), we chose four to work with: (1) All selections by S were compared to the first instance, a positive instance in all cases; (2) selections were compared to the most recent positive instance; (3) and (4) were analogous comparisons to the first and the just-preceding negative instance in the series. In analyses of variance, 2 and 4 were the only two measures to show any discriminating effects. Higher variability scores were obtained by Ss who were above the median number of card selections to solution. The difference between above (2.53) and below (2.44) median Ss was reliable for Measure 2 only in disjunctive concepts [F(1 ,80) = 4.01, r < .05]. In contrast, the difference (above, 2.78; below, 2.63) was significant only for conditional problems when Measure 4 was analyzed [F(1 ,80) = 6.86, p< .05] . One implication is that the better Ss tend to adopt a shifting focus strategy. The focus shows a slight tendency to be on positive instances in disjunctive problems and a distinct tendency to be on negative instances in conditionals. This pattern is particularly evident when S tries to retain in his own memory (infrequent use of markers) all information provided by stimulus selections. For Ss below the median in their use of markers, the mean 2 focusing scores on disjunctions were 2.37 and 2.53 for the better and poorer Ss, respectively. For those above the median in their use of markers, there is practically no difference in focusing scores (2.51 and 2.53) between the better and the poorer Ss. The corresponding Measure 4 focusing scores on conditionals were 2.73 and 2.77 for Ss who used the markers and 2.54 and 2.78 for those who fell below the median in marker usages. Thus, as S retains more information through his use of markers, stimulus variability or focusing becomes less important and the variability in card selections increases.
DISCUSSION
The availability of previously seen or selected stimuli plus their category assignments facilitates performance in attribute identification problems (e.g., Bourne et al, 1969) . This effect is confirmed in the present study under conditions in which S is allowed to adopt, up to controlled limits, his own strategy for the use of memory markers. The more markers available, the better is performance. This is true in general, regardless of the rules or the type of markers available. Obviously, however, markers facilitate the performance of only those Ss who use them.
Some strategies for using markers are better than others. The analysis of Bruner et al (1956) and Laughlin (1968) might be taken to suggest the superiority of a fixed over a shifting focus strategy. In the present study, Ss who moved the markers around on the board to successively selected and more informative instances did better. Thus, in the present study, the better Ss appear to have used a shifting focus strategy, comparing their successive selections to those just previously examined. Alternatively, it might be argued that marker usage is mainly an index of the degree to which S "actively participates" in the task. Rather than a difference in cognitive strategy then, the critical effect is one of degree of S involvement. The fact that moves made by "active" Ss tended to be from lesser to more informative instances casts some doubt on a simple level of activity interpretation, however.
The kind of markers available (plus, minus, or a mixture of plus and minus markers) made relatively little difference in disjunctive problems. In the condition where both kinds of markers were available, Ss were indifferent, tending to choose roughly equal numbers of plus and minus sides. Choice was not affected by whether S was above or below median in the overall performance on the task. This might be viewed as inconsistent with results of Bourne and Guy (1968) , who observed better performance on disjunctive problems with positive instances than with negatives or a mixture. Differences among instances were not large in either study, however. If the discrepancy in results is significant, it is probably due to the fact that a study-test reception paradigm, in which stimuli available to S are predetermined, was used earlier, while a selection paradigm, in which S is completely free to choose and mark stimuli, was used in the present study. The selection paradigm permits greater freedom in the use of stimulus information that is probably especially facilitative in conditions that provide a mixture of instances.
In cont rast to disjunctives, minus markers were much more commonly used when the choice was available in conditional problems. Performance in the minus-only condition was significantly superior to performance in the plus or plus-minus conditions. Furthermore, Ss who fell above the median in overall performance tended to use more minus markers in conditional problems.
These results are consistent with the observations of Bourne et al (1969) and Bourne and Guy (1968) showing the availability of negative instances to be significantly more facilitative than positive instances in conditional problems. Their interpretation was that negative instances are a smaller, more homogeneous category than positive instances in a conditional problem and, therefore, easier to find communalities among and to make inferences from. The results of the present experiment are consistent with that interpretation. Furthermore, over three successive problems, Ss learn to recognize the importance of negative instances for identifying the relevant attributes of conditional problems, leading them to mark negative instances with increasing frequency in preference to positive.
Despite the fact that the rule was known to S at the outset, conditional problems were significantly more difficult than disjunctive. This is not a new finding, and a number of interpretations have been offered, such as those based on the structural complexity of concepts (Neisser & Weene, 1962) and on the cognitive requirements of appropriate strategies (Laughlin, 1968) .
The available data failed to distinguish among these possibilities. It is worth noting, however, that the difference between rules is reduced both by increasing the number of markers available and with successive problems. The latter result is consistent with the idea that factors contributing to differences in rule difficulty are largely cognitive and can be overcome by practice, although Taplin (I 971) reported a significant difference between conditionals and disjunctives even after 25 problems.
Finally, marker usage tends to be directly associated with variability in S's stimulus selections. Simple, conservative, low-variability selection patterns reduce the memory requirements of a task (Bruner et al, 1956 ). In the extreme case, where each pattern differs in only one dimension from a focus or from the preceding pattern, S needs only to maintain a composite hypothesis, eliminating each dimension as it is proved irrelevant. When S has some artificial means of remembering previous patterns and of making comparisons between new selections and those that were previously chosen, the need for a conservative approach is reduced. The availability and use of markers provide an artificial memory, or bookkeeping system, that is the likely basis for the relationship between these variables and variability in stimulus selection.
